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WHAT ARE THE KEY FINDINGS OF THE INFORMA ñVALUE OF FOOD AID 

MONETIZATION : BENEFITS, RISKS & BEST PRACTICESò? 

Scope of the Study: 

Â Evaluate a range of potential benefits and risks of monetization 

Â Determine the value that may be gained from monetization beyond generation of funds to 

conduct food security and development programs 

Â Identify beneficial practices used in developing and implementing monetization programs 

that reduce the potential for interference with local production or disruption of commercial 

trade patterns 

Â Given the differences in circumstances country-to-county, in-depth analysis of five specific 

cases representing a variety of countries, programs and commodities was conducted to give a 

full picture of the pluses and minuses of monetization 

Key Findings: 

Â Cost recovery (the amount of funds generated from the sale of the commodities in the 

recipient country compared to cost of procuring and shipping the commodities):  

ö Only tells part of the story and is not sufficient for determining the value of 

monetization to recipient country 

ö Only places value on proceeds generated from sale and not the additional benefits that 

accrue from the commodity itself. 

 

Â In the recipient country monetization can increase/improve: 

ö Food quality and nutrition 

ö Food availability 

ö Market development and business opportunities 

 

Â Monetization can provide benefits to a recipient country that will not occur with direct 

program funding by addressing the following constraints to buying on the international 

market: 

ö Limited access to credit  

ö Smaller than typical commercial volume shipments 

ö Currency Risk 

ö Limited hard currency/foreign exchange in the recipient country 

ö Price 

 

Â Key practices: 

ö Interference with local production can be prevented relatively easily by the choosing 

a commodity that is in demand but is not produced in adequate amounts in the 

recipient country. 

ö Use clever sales procedures to get the most out of the monetization, for example to 

achieve a more competitive price, improve processing and food quality, or increase 

participation in the market by structuring the terms of the sale to attract smaller 

players. 
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ö Achieving a fair market value for the monetized commodity helps ensure that 

monetization does not interfere with commercial sales.  Two methods for determining 

the fair market value are described. 

ö Monetizing at levels that are low relative to total import volumes can also help avoid 

interfering with commercial sales, but in years when a low-income net food-

importing country is unable to maintain typical commercial import levels due to 

economic stress or high world prices, keeping a low ratio of monetization to total 

imports is not necessarily beneficial.  

ö Timing of deliveries to take advantage of seasonal changes in demand can also be 

helpful, although the implementing organization has little control over this factor 

since USDA buys the commodities and generally controls when the cargoes will be 

available for shipping. 

 

To link to full Informa Economics report on the Value of Food Aid Monetization: Benefits, Risks 

& Best Practices click Informa Economics Study: The Value of Food Aid Monetization: 

Benefits, Risks and Best Practices.  To learn more about food aid visit www.foodaid.org. 

http://www.foodaid.org/

